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FIGURE 1. Total field intensity over the state of Minas
Gerais, Brazil.	 The contour interval is 100
nT .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .
FIGURE 2. Total intensity anomaly over the state of Minas





This investigation aims at understanding the deep structure
of the continental crust in Brazil and its variation in different
structural environments. It is expected that a preliminary
crustal model for the main structural provinces will be obtained.
A secondary objective of this investigation is to check the
normal geomagnetic field for the Brazilian area.
During the period covered by this report our activities
were concentrated on the following topics:
i) Development and test of software to convert Magsat data
tapes to a form readable by our computer.
ii) Assessment of the contents of the first Investigator B test
If tapes.
iii) Definition of our future activities in view of a preliminary
analysis of the first total intensity anomaly map received
from GSFC.
iv) Collection and organization of correlative data.
In the following sections the topics listed above will be
discussed in greater detail.
DATA CONVERSION
All data tapes we receive must be converted from the original
IBM/360 binary format to the Burroughs/B-6700 binary format.
This is done in a two step operation. First a general Algol
program was written which contains the code necessary to handle
the conversion of the IBM variables of types R *4, I*4, I *2, L*1,
A*4 and also two peculiar forms of integer variables found on





	 The Algol source program is the input to a FORTRAN program
together with the description of the format of the records to be
converted. The output of the FORTRAN program is an edited version
of the Algol source tailored to the specific tape to be converted.
This two step procedure produces a very efficient code and
is also very flexible, permiting to handle both the Investigator
B and Chronicle tapes, as well as any unexpected format
alterations, as for instance the Investigator B header record
change in effect since March .5 1981.
Prior to be put to use, the data conversion software was
subjected to intensive testing in order to identify and correct
possible programming errors.
The listings of both the Algol source and the Fortran editor;;
are given in the Appendix A.
DATA ASSESSMENT
Two programs, LISTERI and LISTER2, were written to provide
formatted listings of the Investigator B tapes.
Both programs read the (converted) Investigator B tape
through the subroutine RDINVB. This routine performs all the
1/0 operations and also handles exceptional situations like
end-of-file and I/O errors. The program LISTERI produces an
abridged listing of an Investigator B tape. From each header
record only the Julian date, the pass number, the longitude of
the nodes and the planetary activity index are printed. From
each subsequent data record only the Julian date and time of the
first data point are printed along with the pass number, the
geographic coordinates and the anomalies AB, AX, AY, AZ computed





This kind of listing is useful to verify the coverage of
the data as well as the geographic selection and K  index
screening of the data made by GSFC.
The program LISTER2 produces an almost complete listing of
an Investigator B tape. The header records are printed in full,
except for the coefficients of the internal field model which
are not printed. The contents of the data records are completely
printed out with the adition of the anomalies AB, AX, AY, AZ
which are computed, printed and printer-plotted.
The listings of the two programs along with samples of the
output are given in Appendix A.
By examining the listirFs produced by the program LISTER2
some inconsistencies were found on the first two INVB test tapes.
At first it was suspected that the data conversion software was
in error, but these inconsistencies were traced back to the
original binary tapes received from GSFC. It was found that the
components XMD and ZMD, computed from the spherical harmonic
model coefficients had the sign sistematically reversed with
respect to the observed values for these components. Furthermore
it was found that the field QUAL (attitude quality flag) specified
as an I*4 value in the description of the INVB format, was in
fact an I*2 value left justified in a 4 byte field.
PRELIMINARY ANALYSIS OF THE GSFC GLOBAL ANOMALY MAPS
A new version of an initial anomaly map, distributed to the
investigators during the meeting at GSFC on December 4,5 1980,
was received at the begining of May, 1981.
As GSFC distributed only the map but not the gridded anomaly
values used to plot it, we were restricted to a visual analysis
only.
4.
The anomaly pattern in the region of South America is
I	 peculiar in two aspects. First, it is devoid of intense anomalies
as compared for instance to the North American continent and to
Australia. This is particularly visible in the colored version
of the anomaly map. Secondly, the existing anomalies are weakly
correlated with the main tectonic units of the Brazilian territory
(DNPM, 1971b) except for the Amazon basin, which stands out as a
prominent high with its maximum running along the basin.
Consi ering that the potential resolution of the Magsat data
is certainly better than 2°, as evidenced by the examination of
the anomaly profiles of individual passes, we feel inclined to
apply the equivalent source technique to the data. We hope that
the cost in terms of computer time will be justified if the
crustal magnetization parameters show such a high correlation
with the tectonic pattern as was reported by Mayhew et al. (1980)
I	 for the POGO data.
CORRELATIVE DATA
A description of the correlative data we intend to use in
'	 the analysis of Magsat data, and which is adequatelly organized
at present, is given below.
i) Geological data
The geological and tectonic maps of Brazil at the scale of
1:5,000,000 are available (DNPM, 1971a, 1971b).
ii) High resolution aeromagnetic data
An aeromagnetic survey covering the region limited by the
parallels 14 0 S and 230 S and the meridians 39 0W
 and 38°W was
digitized from maps at the scale of 1:100,000. The digitization
°was made on a regular 0,1 x 0,10 grid.
S.
1
Maps of the measured field intensity and of the total
intensity anomaly, plotted from the digitized data, are shown i
respectively on figures 1 and 2.
iii) High resolution gravity data
A. gravity survey covering an area delimited by the parallels
180S and 200S and the meridians 41,5 0W and 50 0W is available.
The Bouguer map of the western part of this survey, which
overlaps the area covered by the aeromagnetic survey previously
described, is given in the paper of Blitzkow et al. (1980). The
Appendix B contains a copy of this paper.
iv) Low resolution gravity data
There are two sources of low resolution gravity information
we intend to use. One of them is the gravity anomalies derived
from satellite geopotential models like GEM-9 and GEM-10 (Lerch
et al., 1977). The other source is the set of terrestrial
measurements averaged over S o x So blocks (Gaposhkin, 1979).
PROBLEMS
We have been experiencing difficulties with the customs
clearance of some of the postal parcels containing Magsat Data
tapes.
We referred the problem to Mr. Locke Stuart, and he suggested
that We should try to receive the Magsat data by diplomatic
pouch through the Brazilian embassy in Washington D.C..
Unfirtunatelly we cannot use the diplomatic service for this
purpose.
According to the customs authorithy, the problem is that
all imports are taxed by the value of the commercial operation
6.
involved, and this va -ie is not clearly specified for the Magsat
data parcels. In orde • to correct the problem, all parcels
should be accompanied by either an invoice of zero monetary value
or a s':.atement issued by the sender declaring the contents of
the parcel to be scientific material with no commercial value.
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FIGURE 1. Total field intensity over the state of Minas Gerais,
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FIGURE 2. Total intensity anomaly over the state of Minas Gerais.
Brazil. The contour interval is 14 nT.
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CRUSTAL STRUCTURE OF SOUTHEASTERN MINAS GERAIS,
BRAZIL, DEDUCED FROM GRAVITY MEASUREMENTS
1), III.IT'LKOW IL
P. GASPARINI
N.C. DE SA 4
isle INMTrr'To AaTRONOMICO	 ISi9 GLOFCO — VNIMUDAM 09
1110 rAULO — CAIItA lOfitAL XAV — 	 — 00 PAULO — SAM
M.S.M. MANTOVAN13
ON LKAVE OF ABSENCE FROM: INSTITUTO Of GEOIAGIA L GEOFISKA — VNIVKWM O► NAPOLI — ITALY
A gravity survey was carded out in
the State of Minas Gerais, between 180
and 200S. 420 and 44 030' W, utilizing
the RUGE topographic network. The-
se first order data were integrated with
other stations where the altitude was
measured by barometric methods. The
survey was made along profiles with the
ABSTRACT
aim of extending the crustal informa-
tiems obtained by an unreversed refrac-
tiun seismic profile. Buuguer anomalies
were inverted by computer techniques
which make use of two-dimensional
models of arbitran- shape and fitting
with experimental data by iterative me-
thods.
A normal depth 38.10 km war
obtained for tha Moko in the area. A
crustal tkkkenittg was obrarred bet-
►veen Itabire and Guanhess where the
Moho reaches a depth 4f 45 kxL
A lower crustal lover of intermediate
drnsi^v is nrquired .j om gravity data.
Fui efetuado um levantamento gra-
vimi'trico no F.stado de Minas Gerais,
entre '80 e 200S, 420 e 44°33' W, sobre
u rede de nivelamento gsumbrico do
FIiIGE. Nos intervalos onde ndo foram
encontradas RNs as altitudes foram
determinadas por nivelamento baromi-
tricu. O levantamento gravimitrico foi
Conduzidu at) lungo de perfts a tem o
RESUMO
objetivo de estender as informa(*s so-
bre a estrutura crustal, obtidas atravis
de uma pruspecfdo sismica a refravio
ndu revertida. A inversdu dos anoma-
Has de Bouguer foi efetuada cum trc-
nicas de computafdo utilizando mode•
h)s bi-dimensionais de forma qualquer
e ajuste uos dodos experimentais por
m0todus iterativus. Fui obtida uma
profundidade normal de 3840 km pare
a MONO.
Entrr Itabire a Guanki" Mi obser-
wtda uma espessure crustal maior a a
MONO se encontra a uma prolitadide-
de de iS km.
Os dodos Rravimitricos implicam ne
exist4ncia de uma eamada eom densi-
dude intermedi6ria no crosta inkral
Gravity data processed by modern
techniques proved to be very useful In
preliminary investigations of the main
crustal feature and the crust-upper
mantle trousitioas in different strucla-
ral environments. In many cases Ike)
furnished low cost preliminary crustal
models, which were afterwards
checked and deloiled by more sophis-
Iicaled and expensive techniques. web
as deep seismic soundings WSW.
7'he) 4ave been used also as a metho-
dology complementary to DSS to ex-
lead to a larger area Ike crustal infor-
INTRODUCTION
motions obtained along single INS
- Saccessful gravity derived crustal me-
deb exist in eceanle areas (e.g. Talwssti
et al., 19651, blood ai ,-s (e.g. Makrb.
19761. young mote	 (a.
,ra
 M611`1111114
1973= Corrado at A.,  19741
1
; p
beian area ie.g.	 berg, 473t•
Quantitative estimates of the crustal
Thickness in ike Brazilian territory are
quite scanty at present.
The airs of this paper Is to coo "wi a
gravity derIw p.^eNols , erolMal NOW
 
Idel tie "66"86"M part of the MI-
aa Gerais Stall lbehreaol 160 Bold
2005, 42 anal 44.39' WI, "Apiatolaw
I and estt^%" ens Whir radon
ftwTrbbed by dw every DSS grill ap  to
saw exbdolg M dug area. Tbb In a 169
kne lawg anrereaad pn^e Wmeh war
cwrbd afro behraa ltabW sold Sin
Jo&Y KwangdIsta by a German group
direcled by P. Gloom. leader the open.
sorsbip of rise SnA—Germany agree.
went for scientific awperslion IGIM,
19731.




The surveyed tree includes the
south-western margin of the SAO
Francisco Craton and the
neighbouring metamorphic-sedimen-
tary belt formed during the Brazilian
cycle (Almeida, 1977), i.e. the latest
orogenic cycle which affected a large
pan of South American in late pre-
	
!	 Cambrian and Eo-Cambrian times(about 600.630 m.y.) (Cordani et al.,
1973).
A very simplified geological sketch
map is reported in Fig. 1 High grade
metamorphic terrains of granulite and
	
j	 amphibolite facies and kinzi`itic
+ gntisses are largely predominant. The-
se formations are of Archon (2,000-
' 2,600 m.y.) and pre-Cambrian (1.000-
1,400 m.y.) ages and :onstitutt the
oldest outcropping rocks. A pre-Cam-
'1r' :ln metasedimentary cover (Espi-
ntwo formation) overlies these rocks
in a N-striking region which is located
N of Quadrilatero Ferrifero. A N-
trending reverse fault terminates the
Espinh4o formation, to the West,
where it contacts cabonatitic rocks
and metasediments belonging to the
Brazilian cycle.
The intermixing of rocks of diffe-
rent metamorphic grade and chemical
composition does not allow a reliable
estimate of local densities to be used
for Bouguer correction in the areas
where the basement crops out. A
slightly lower density might be used
for the stations located on the Espi-
nh4o formation and on Brazilian cy-
cle terrains because in principle the
sedimentary co ver should have a
lower density than the basement, ho-
wev rr, as the sediments are generally
metamorphosed and its thickness is
unknown. it has been preferred to use
the same density for the whole area in
order to avoid contamination of the
results by uncontrolled assumptions.
Hence, the average density usually
i assumed for the upper crust (2.67
g.cm- 3 ) has been used for the Bou-
guer corrections. No correlation het-
ween Bouguer anomalies and altitude
has been found, even for stations lo-
cated on the sedimentary cover. This
indicates that the chosen density is a
re sonable onr
THE GRAVITY SURVEY
About 300 gravity mcasutc ► ncnts
-Acre made in an area of 30,(1(X) km2.
Taking into account the trausitahiliry
of the region and the aim of' the sur-
scy, a distribution of the nnca %urc-
mcnt stations along profile. -Aas l,rc.
Icrred to a regular net-Autk. A di%ni-
bution along profiles perpendwidat Ise
the main geological csiructutcs is patli-
cularly suitable for in%erun t :`..,
by computer techniques which make
use of twodimensional models. Three
almost parallel NE trending profiles
were chosen, as they area approxima-
tely perpendicular to the main geolo-
gical trends (from Curvelo to Couto
de Maplhaes, from Belo Horizonte
to Sao Joao Evangelista, from Barao
de Cocais to Governador Valadares).
Three transversal profiles (from Cur-
vda to Sabath, from Datas to Gua-
nhaes, from Sao Job Evangelista to
Governador Valadarn) were also car-
ried cwt. As the aim of the survey was
not the investigation of shallow struc-
tures a spacing of 3 km between the
stations was considered adequate
The gravity was measured by a
Worden, Master type, and two La
Coate and Romberg, Model G. gravi-
ty meters. The measured values were
referred to the base station of Pam-
pulha Airport (Belo Horizonte), for
which the IGSN value of:
X - 978.38330 gal
was used. Gravity values measured by
Observat6rio Nacional (Rio de Janei-
ro) (Game, 1972) were also included
in the construction of the Bouguer
anomaly map (Fig. 1) and the profiles(Fig. 3). These data were also reduced
to the IGSN system by connecting
some of the Observat6rio Nacional
stations to the Pampulha Airport base
station.
The gravity measurements were
made on the FIBGE benchmarks
availa5le in the region. Further gravi-
ty measurements were made on sta-
tions where the altitude was determi-
ned barometrically by System Pauling
altimeters of Instituto de Geociencias
of USP, by carrying out short circuits
closed on FIBGE benchmarks. The
accuracy of barometric determina-
tions of altitude is estimated to be
better than + Sm, leading therefore to
an overall uncertainity not higher
than 1.0 mgal in the Bougher an: ►ma-
lies.
Faye and Bouguer corrections were
applied to the measured data. A den-
sity of 2.67 g.cm- 3 was used for the
Bouguer correction (see discussion in
the former section). Topographic cor-
rections were not applied due to the
lack of suitable topographic maps.
Hovewet station points were chosen
generally in such a way as :o ensure
that topographic effects were not
higher than some tenths of a milligal
as far as /one E of the Hayford
scheme (560 m.)• Topographic
irregulatitie% existing at longer distan-
ce are not as prominent as to produ-
cc cllcct, higher Ihan 0.2 mgal.
ltouguer anontalics %ere computcd
►.nth rcy ►co to the 1967 grasily refe-
:%:;_x : idd. I he accuracy of the Bob;-
.t:1 anomaly for each statism is csti-
0100M PAGE 15
mated to be 1.0 Mpl, which is largely
sufficient for the aim of the present
DaThe location of all gravity stations
is reported in Fig. 1, where open cir-
cles indicate IBGE benchmarks, nUW
circles indicate stations when the aki-
tulle was determined bare metrically
and trianoes indicate the stations
measured by Observat6rio Nacional.
A Bouguer map was elaborated (Fig.
1). A fisting of coordinates, observed
gravity and reduction values for all
the stations is available at Instituto
Astronbmico a Geoflsico, USP.
THE BOUGUER ANOMALY
;NAP
The prominent feature of the gravi-
ty field in the area is a large low of
about -SO mgal, which is located bet-
ween Itabira and Guanhaes and is
elongated in the same direction as the
main geological structures (NNW).
The extension of this anomaly indica-
tes that its source must be very deep
and it is likely that it is related to the
crustupper mantle transition. The
center of the Anomaly is located in the
area where kinzingitic gneisses and
amphibolitic facies rocks of the pre-
Cambrian Barbacena forms0on are
dominant.
The pattern of the Bouguer anoma-
lies in the surveyed arcs is quite regu-
lar. The only evidences o! important
discontinuities in the upper crustal
layers are a high of about + 30 mgal
located SW of Serro and two lows,
one located at the western margin of
the surveyed area and the other bet-
ween Governador Valadares and Sao
Joao Evangelista.
The steepening of the gravity gra-
dient where the profiles C-C' and A-
A' cross the contact between the
EoCambrian Sao Francisco
supergroup formations and the Espi-
n*-o formations (Fig. 2) indicates
the existence of a major tectonic dis-
continuity. The occurrence of a simi-
lar gradient around Itabira suggests
that this tectonic line continues
Southeastward, affecting also the area
where the basement cror+s out.
The data reported .n Fng. 1 were
used for a quantitative evaluation of
the depth of the Moho discontinuity
and any other possible intracrustal
layer.
CRUSTAL. MODELS
The Bouguer anonalies calculated
along the profiles A-A'. B B'. C-C'
and U-U' (see Fig. 1) were smoothed
to eliminate the effects of mmrm lo-
Revista Bras+lora do aox4ecras Vokwo 9
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V V Y ESPWACO FORMATION
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cared within the few uppermost km of
gust. The obtained profiles -Acre then
inverted by the computer technique
described by ( 'arrara et al. (1974). It
consists o'f the utili/anon of , a two-
dimensional model of arbitrary poli-
gunal cross -Action and assigned
density contrast. At list„ II1C gravity
field produced by the poltyonal bodf
is obtained analytically by means of
the Taylor expansion rclati ♦ c to the
variable -e (depth), limited to the
terms of I se order. Then the compu-
Icd gravity is compared with the
observed gravity by intcratise prose
dures, which make use of a least
square method. The best fit rclati ♦ c to
the shown model is su obtained. (ii
vest the ambiguity inhctcnl to gravity
data ouch/relation, when the dcnstty
ORWHAL PAGE 13
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CO SUPERGROUP QUARTZITES, PNTLLITES,
M
PRE - CAMSOIAN AND ARCNEAN CASEMENT (GRINULITES, A10110N1.OLITES, GNEISSES)
r — /GyyMr m mrndr mep mid ~fled 6@&Wft / &to^ CeneeW bW NMwvrr.- f - alt
contrasas are not well known it is con.
venient that at least the depth of the
holy be determined by other geophy.
sisal methyl% at some point along the
prolile, if a reliable solution is
dc-,Ired.
The only additional geophysical
data existing in the area, which could
help in defining the initial model to
be used in the computations, are the
P-wave velocity functions obtained by
the USS ttnrevrrsed profile (Giese,
1973). Two main P•wave groups were
recorded along this profile. A wave-
group with apparent velocities of 6.2
km/sec was recorded as fires arrivals
as far as the end of the profile (180
k: T from the sholpoints). A second
group had apparent velocity around g
km/sec. 7 he long distance through
which the first wave group isrecorded
as first arrivals indicates that the crust
must have constgnt velocity down to
25-30 km. No wave groups were ob-
served which may indicate a first or-
der diwonti wily within the crust. The
analysis of the second wave roup
and the tacit of clear phases retWed
from the Who discontinuity wggest
that the irtrtsiikm from a velocity
around 6.2 %m/see to velocities typi-
cal of the utiter mantle must be con-
tinuous and ra+ sharp Moho disconti-
nuity exists. "tae depth where upper
mantle velucitle+ occur was calculated
ROVIStA 81`411,1004 tie Geoc10n 1as volume 9
37.
3a•
at 42 km. Therefore the lowest 14 km
of crust must be characterized by P-
wave velocities gradually increasing
with depth.
014. Therefore the apparent P-wave
velocities shou l-i be quite clone to the
real velocities. 1 he crustal thickening
occurs in a 8ea-100 km wide NNW
a two dimeasionall model of a ftrwy
shape indicates that.
a ► the normal crustal thickness in
the surveyed area is U40 km;
.^	 MMa• • •
1.•
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as
	 wahwe re +mod wmk wurw omk%dwod f m of raw&W	 wwl.^.Ma ar aareMatts t! tttttM wrwr adem^mastt Aaw ala+wralK
The DSS profile coincides with the elongated area and it must be related b) a	 zone of crustal
	 tlttg
northermosi part
	 the A-A' profile with the compressional tectonic boun- exists betweett Itabire and ^.
(from Guanhics to SAo Jollo Evange- dary between the Etxambrian SAo It is a WIOD km wide NNW trending
lists).	 The
	
crustal	 model	 used	 to Francisco	 supergroup	 and	 the strip where the crust reaches a thick-
invert gravity data is represented in Espinhago	 formations.	 The highest ness of 43 km. The occurrence of a
Fig. 3. It was constrained to a crustal crustal thickening occurs where me- thicker ^rust in this area is ctmsistet0
thickness of 42 km a? Guanhies. The dium and high grade metamorphic with the • %istence of a compressionw
chosen densities are consistent 	 with rocks	 of the	 Barbacena	 formation front	 between	 the
	
Slo	 Francisco
similar models in other pre-Cambrian outcrop. The crustal thickening repre- supergroup and the EspinhWo forms-
areas (e.g. Ramberg, 1973) and with scuts-probably	 the	 remnant	 of an lions.
the densities which can be estimated isosiatically	 adjusted	 pre-Cambrian e ► the existence of a Iowa eruu of
from	 apparent	 P-wave	 velocities mountain root. The conuant P -wave intetnediate density is required from
applying the well-known Nafe and velocity and the gravity derived model gravity data. DSS dais surest howe-
Drake	 relationship.	 Of	 course
	
the consistently indicate constant physical ver that no first order Msconfirtuity
aw.umption of a well defined lower characteristics of the crust down to exists within the crust, and that the





gradually changing layer suggested by Lions of metamorphic grade and/or constituting	 the
	
lowermost	 crust
DSS data. The density of 3.0 g.cm • chemical comlxhition arc therefore li- approach	 gradually
	
upper mantle
is consistent with the average velocity kely in this depth interval. The nor- values. If this situation can be sche-
of 7.4	 km/wl:
	
sug)testcd	 by Giese mal thickness and the general charac- matized by assuming the existence of(1975). the successful mo del% and the terioics of the crust in the surveyed a lower crustal layer with density of
computed profiles are reported in Fig. area are close to those observed in 3.0 g/cm!t3. :r•.^ depth of the top of
3a, and b.	 Standard deviations bet• other pre-Cambrian area,	 such as this layer is &"xnaily at 30 km. in-
wren computed and observed values Canada (Wynne- Edwards, 1972) and cres:sing to 27 km in the zone of crus.
are lower than ± 	 2.0 mgal for all the Southern Norway (Kancstr)Om, 1977). tat thickening. Greater depths cams beprofiles.	 It	 must
	 pc•inted	 or	 that The	 lower	 crustal	 layer	 required computed for the top of this layer if
the observed data are not compatible from the gravity data begins from a higher densities are assumed.
with	 any reliable two-layer, 	 model, depth of 20 to 27 km, according to





layer of intermediate deusify i-, reyui• may be formed by rocks of mafic
red fn haoe a goxwJ fit with the obser- nature. 1'his inference is supported by
%ed data.	 I he satisfactory fit	 of the the analysis of the long wavelength ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
compm d with file observed gravity crustal	 anomalies	 of	 the	 magnetic The authors are grateful to Prof.
indWates that the to+ • csisiing Iw1ween field which suggest the existence of a Camil Gemsel, coordinator of theIfahita
	
anal	 (ivanl ► :ies	 is	 to	 be	 as• compositional variation toward mafK Graduation Course in Geodesy at the
:iiikd paid)	 fit 	 decikning	 of the terms at depth of 22 - 27 km. (Cor- University,
 of Psrattt (Curitiba). whoAloho and paid%	 tit a deelviiing of rado et a1., of rress). furnishscd the Worden gravity meter
the 14111 of the hluo coital layer. -I be used in this research. The Pauling
:rust teaches a nlasintunt thickness of System altimeters wore provided by
.tt kilt in Ina	 the nor the
	
Instituto	 de	 Geociftsciss.final	 depth	 all
	 .uowid	 I,	 IN Ott	 km. Unirersity of S. Paulo. G. Con-ado
1110. 111" Imation 411 till.	 1 ' dw aloof; fife CONCLUSIONS and A. Bapolla, tnstituto di Caok*s
uisuuc	 1 ,Iolilc r	 not	 tuth:r	 than	 1 I tic nttct.utn of file eij%itl data by a Gcollsk-a.	 University	 of Napoli.
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